
EMPLOYEE COMMITMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

The following questions are given to illustrate possible statements for measuring the various types of employee
commitment and job satisfaction. The choice of.

For the construct of job satisfaction, this is not a problem as job satisfaction represents, by definition, a
subjective experience of the employees. On assessing measures of work commitment. Some of the essentials
for building commitment include communicating with employees in an honest and open way, realistically
assessing their capacity to engage in various initiatives, giving worthwhile feedback, making effective
decisions and taking chances. Human Resource Management Review, 1,  The eNPS was launched in , and
some companies use it as their sole indicator of employee engagement. Enablement 9. The selection of
languages resulted from the general framework of the data collection. Commitment profiles, job satisfaction,
and behavioural outcomes. With 33 items, it measures eight facets of satisfaction: Satisfaction with the direct
managers 4 items and colleagues 7 items , opportunities for development in the company 3 items , workload 5
items , opportunities for co-determination 3 items , wage system 3 items , work contents 2 items and the
company organization e. International Journal of Management Reviews, 3,  New York: Academic Press. A
consistent, 5-point likert scale is simple and suits the needs of our people geeks. Meyer, J. The Measurement
of organizational commitment. Scores here again can be influenced by how people feel about the previous
question. Assessing the impact of common method variance on higher order multidimensional constructs.
Administrative Science Quaterly, 22,  Journal of Occupational Psychology, 63, Angle, H. Research shows that
companies with higher levels of employee satisfaction financially outperform their peers. Johnson, J.
Predicting participation and production outcomes through a two-dimension model of organizational
commitment. This is where looking at free-text responses associated with the question can be beneficial, as
people might give you a direction for action. Journal of Management, 13,  Sommer, S. Psychological Bulletin,
88,  A longitudinal examination of the dimensionality and stability of the organizational commitment
questionnaire OCQ. Multiple commitments and conflicting loyalties in international joint venture
managements teams. Commitment across cultures: Progress, pitfalls and propositions. Organizational
commitment in the military: Application of a profile approach. Not surprising, however, the degree of
commitment between employees and employers is directly linked to the level of job satisfaction expressed by
employees. The latter, however, could not be confirmed for the Polish or the German version. Significance test
and goodness of fit in the analysis of covariance structures. The association with job satisfaction could be
confirmed both for the 8 facets of job satisfaction and for the complete scale as well as for the single items
scale in all six samples. Tetrick, L. Organizational commitment and managerial turnover. The current study
cannot make any statements about the direction of the association between commitment and the three validity
constructs. Huang, C. Vortrag gehalten auf dem  How well do employees communicate with each other and
with management, what's hurting or helping their morale, how do they feel about the pay and benefits
provided and how committed are they to the organization as a whole? In all cases, a reliable scale emerges,
which correlates positively with the validity criteria. The Journal of Social Psychology, ,  In several
meta-analyses, negative associations were found between affective commitment and absences and fluctuation.


